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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Cal Flame Launches the New PV7000™ Outdoor Kitchen Island 
Leading barbecue and hearth manufacturer Offers New Product 

Los Angeles, CA – (January 29, 2014) Cal Flame, leading manufacturer of barbecue and 
hearth products announces the official launch of the beautifully designed Cal Flame PV7000™ 
Outdoor Kitchen Island.    

“The PV7000™ Outdoor Kitchen Island is perfect for those seeking durability and elegance.  
The construction of this island is unbelievable, we used quality materials to ensure endurance 
and then we focused on an innovative design that brought the style and sophistication of an 
indoor kitchen, outdoors.  This island is the ideal centerpiece for backyard entertaining,” said 
Casey Loyd, President of Cal Flame. 

The Cal Flame PV7000™ Outdoor Kitchen Island is a state 
of the art U Shaped Island that seats 8 – 10 people 
comfortably.  The stunning island can be customized with a 
variety of unique features including 4 or 5 burner grills, 
deluxe double side by side burners, LED lighting, under 
counter lights, iPod Station w/ speakers, Beer Tap 
Refrigerator, ice maker, Hibachi Drop in Gill, stainless steel 
sink with faucet, and many other exciting features to choose 
from.    
 
Cal Flame makes it easy to create the Ultimate Outdoor Chef’s Paradise.  Visit Cal Flame for a 
list of options to enhance your cooking experience, or to locate a dealer www.calflamebbq.com 
. 

ABOUT CAL FLAME 

Founded in 2000, Cal Flame is an award-winning hearth and barbecue manufacturer that offers 
innovative backyard solutions for every home and budget. The feature-rich Cal Flame lineup 
includes BBQ grills, grilling and drop-in accessories, customized BBQ outdoor kitchens, KD 
BBQ islands, custom BBQ carts, fireplaces and firepits. Best of all, Cal Flame offers you peace 
of mind knowing that all Cal Flame products are ETL and CE listed for your safety. With Cal 
Flame, your dream backyard is finally within reach! 
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